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ABSTRACT
The Classroom Teaching of Chinese Formulaic Language
and Its Effects on Students’
Writing Performance
Lin Guo
Center for Language Studies, BYU
Master of Arts
Formulaic Language has long been a research topic investigated by various schools of
researchers. Most of the previous researches focused on English as Second Language. The
applicability of the past research results to other languages, especially Chinese as a second
language, is still uncertain.
The present study attempts to investigate the classroom teaching of Chinese formulaic
language and its effects on students’ writing performance. Two sections of 3rd year Chinese L2
learners at Brigham Young University were chosen to participate the research, serving as the
treatment group and the control group respectively. Both groups were required to write on the
same topics at different times in a semester. 80 responses from four topics were then chosen to
analyze the effects of using Chinese FL.
Results show that among the four types of Chinese FL, both collocations and transitions
are used frequently, while the other two types of Chinese FL are less used by participants from
the experimental group. Except the first topic, the adoption of Chinese FL does contribute to
more Chinese characters in the writing responses of the participants from the experimental
group, which reveal learners’ confidence in Chinese writing after the FL training. Also, both the
remarkably higher average scores for each topic and the decreasing error rates demonstrate that
the adoption of Chinese FL teaching positively influences participants’ writing performance.
Lastly, the contributions of the four different types of Chinese FL to participants’ better writing
performance are also discussed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Formulaic Language (FL) has long been a research topic investigated by various
schools of researchers. The earliest research on this topic can be traced back to the middle
of the twentieth century. During this period, linguist George K. Zipf (1949) was one of
the first linguists to establish his own theoretical models about FL. Ever since then, more
and more scholars have started paying attention to the role of FL in both first language
(L1) (Brown, 1973; Brown &Hanlon, 1970; Clark, 1974; Nelson, 1973) and second
language (L2) acquisition (Krashen & Scarcella, 1978; Schmitt & Carter, 2004; Weinert,
1995).
Different Research Strands
Pérez-Llantada (2014) discusses three different research strands concerning FL
research. The first stand of research is mostly adopted by corpus linguists. According to
Biber and Barbieri’s (2007) research, each academic genre displays a distinct set of FL,
serving specific communicative purposes. By using a frequency-based approach, some
corpus linguists analyze FL in academic writing in terms of its structure and function.
The research in this strand finds that the use of FL contributes to grammatical
compression, syntactic elaboration and degree of explicitness in English academic
writing (Biber, 2009; Biber, Conrad & Reppen, 1998; Biber & Gray, 2010; Biber,
Johansson, Leech, Conrad & Finegan, 1999; Pérez-Llantada, 2014).
By examining non-native English learners’ use of FL, the purpose of the second
strand of FL research is to provide some pedagogical interventions to second language
(L2) English learners. Different from the first strand, the second strand of research
involves comparative studies in terms of the use of FL between native English writers
1

and non-native English writers. The comparative study reveals that L2 English learners
overuse, underuse, or misuse some FL (Ädel & Erman, 2012; Chen & Baker, 2010;
Salazar, 2010; Staples, Egbert, Biber, & McClair, 2013).
FL has also been investigated from the views of psycholinguistics and language
acquisition (Pérez-Llantada, 2014). This research strand supports the ideas that mastery
of academic FL equates to successful language production (Ellis, Simpson-Vlach, &
Maynard, 2008; Schmitt, 2004; Wray, 2002), and that the proper use of academic FL in
academic writing is a key factor in the academic community (Li and Schmitt 2009).
Why This Research Is Important?
Among the earlier investigations of FL, some researchers have focused on the use
of FL by young learners (Ellis, 1984; Fillmore, 1979; Hakuta, 1974; Myles et al., 1998;
Wanger-Gradman, 1977), while others have investigated its use by adults (Hanania &
Gradman, 1977; Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992). Most of these studies have focused on
oral production (Girard & Sionis, 2004; Myles, Hooper & Mitchell, 1998; Nattinger &
DeCarrico, 1992; Pawley & Syder, 1983), and still others have investigated the use of FL
in academic writing (Granger, 1998; Yorio, 1998). In addition, some researchers have
investigated FL in the field of language assessment (Benson et al., 1997; Bonk, 2001,
Hawkey & Barker, 2004; Kennedy & Thorp, 2007).
Unfortunately, most of the findings focus on English as a foreign language (EFL).
The applicability of past research results to other languages, especially Chinese as a
foreign language (CFL), is still uncertain. To my knowledge, few research papers
investigate the use of FL in Chinese writing in terms of L2 Chinese learners. This
research paper attempts to fill the gap and contribute to future investigations concerning
2

the Chinese FL. One of the goals of this research is to provide some practical pedagogical
suggestions for the teaching of Chinese FL.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Definitions and Characteristics of FL
Ellis (1996) holds that language is formulaic in nature, whether it is spoken or
written. FL forms a considerable portion of native-speakers’ speech and mastering it
helps L2 learners’ output appear more native-like. Erman and Warren (2000) show that
FL plays an important role in academic writing, as it accounts for 21-52.3% of written
discourse. Through investigating speech behavior in a movie called Some Like It Hot
(Wilder 1959), researchers find that formulaic expressions appear four times per minute
(Lancker Sidtis, 2009). So, what is FL?
Historically, FL has been given different names, such as formulaicity, formulaic
sequences, formulaic expressions, formulaic utterance, or lexical bundles. Pérez-Llantada
(2014) defines formulaicity as knowledge of conventionalized multi-word combinations.
Bannard and Lieven (2009) defines FL based on statistics, holding that it is a multiword
piece of language that occurs frequently. Wray (2000, 2002) claims that formulaic
expressions are multi-word utterances that can be stored and retrieved holistically from
memory. Based both on statistics and structure, Jiang (2007) maintains that formulaic
sequences are multi-word expressions that occur as phrases and as coherent semantic
units at relatively high frequencies.
According to Wray and Perkins’ (2000), FL is “a sequence, continuous or
discontinuous, of words or other meaning elements, which is, or appears to be,
prefabricated: that is, stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time of use, rather
than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar” (Wray & Perkins,
2000). The definition emphasizes the formation and structure of FL.
4

FL has the following characteristics:
Reuse and Repetition. Reuse and repetition is the key feature that distinguishes
FL from other language elements. People use a specific set of fixed or semi-fixed
expressions to depict an event, or to communicate with each other in a given situation.
The more often an event or a situation occurs, the more likely there exists a prefabricated
set of FL to use. (Mackenzie, 2000). By reusing and repeating the FL, people achieve the
goal of communication effortlessly and effectively. For example:
（1）谦虚谨慎
qiān xū jǐn shèn
humble cautious
‘humble and cautious’
Stored and Retrieved Holistically. Another important feature of FL is that it is
stored and retrieved holistically (Brown, 1973; Clark, 1974; Hatuka, 1974; Krahsen &
Scarcella, 1978; Raupach, 1984; Weinert, 1995; Fillmore, 1979; Hickey, 1993; Lyons,
1968; Lieven, Pine & Barnes, 1992), even though some research results (Schmitt,
Grandage, & Adolphs, 2004) suggest differently, or at least among nonnative speakers
(NNSs). The pedagogical implication is that there is no need for language teachers to
examine the parts of FL to learners until it is necessary to do so. For example:
（2）在这种情况下
zài zhè zhǒng qíng kuàng xià
at this-CL1 circumstance under
‘under this circumstance’

1 “CL” stands for “classifier.”
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Since the native Chinese speakers store and retrieve this phrase holistically, it is
not wise for a language teacher to split this Chinese FL and introduce the meaning of
each constituent separately.
Regarded as a Group Identity. Using specific set of FLs is commonly regarded
as a group identity in some communities. Dorgeloh and Wanner (2009) found that
formulaic constructions, for example, this paper argues, this article analyzes, are
frequently used in scientific discourse. These FLs are called paper-constructions to show
how easily these structures be found in academic writing. This is also true in Chinese
academic writing since some Chinese FLs can be easily found. For example:
（3）在本论文中
zài běn lùn wén zhōng
in this research paper middle
‘in this research paper’
（4）本论文探讨了
běn lùn wén tàn tǎo le
This research paper discuss PFV 2
‘This research paper discusses’
Many academic writers believe that using these FLs in academic writing is a
necessary way to gain group identity and wider readership in this community.
Influenced by Individual Experiences. Individual experiences may influence
one’s repertoire of FL. Because of the variation in individual experiences, what functions
as FL for a specific person might not appear with the same frequency across the speech

2

“PFV” stands for “perfective.”
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community as a whole (Wray, 2002, Bannard, 2009). Supporting Wray’s (2002) idea,
Ortactepe’s (2013) research shows that different individual experiences of seven Turkish
students studying in the United States lead to different levels of mastery for certain FL,
even though these seven students have similar educational backgrounds. This feature can
also be easily seen by Chinese-speaking returned missionaries at Brigham Young
University (BYU). For example
（5）我在台湾传教两年。这个经验让我比同龄人更了解台湾
Wǒ zài táiwān chuánjiào liǎng nián. zhè gè jīng yàn ràng wǒ bǐ tóng líng rén gèng
liǎo jǐe táiwān.
I at Taiwan served mission two years, and this-CL experience let me compare
peers more understand Taiwan.
‘I served my mission in Taiwan for two years, and this experience made me
understand Taiwan more than my peers.’
For native speakers from Mainland China, the use of “经验” by these returned
missionaries is not acceptable in this circumstance. These returned missionaries are
talking about something that happened to them or something they did. Instead of “经验”
used by returned missionaries, the acceptable word choice for native speakers from
Mainland China is “经历”. In addition, the classifier “次” is better than “个” in this
circumstance. Since the word “经验” is commonly adopted in Taiwan referring to
something that happens to you or something you do, the two-year stay in Taiwan for
returned missionaries has made it an ingrained habit.
May Be Analyzed Grammatically. On the one hand, although FL is often
learned, stored and retrieved in chunks (Ellis, 2002; Pawley and Syder, 1983; Wray,
7

2000, 2002, 2005), many advanced L2 learners have the tendency to analyze the
grammatical structures of FL (Ortactepe, 2013; Wray, 2002). On the other hand, it is
necessary for language learners to grammatically analyze some kinds of formulaic
expressions in order to achieve language creativity, such as with collocations. Similar to
those in English, the adjective + noun structures are also very popular in Chinese. For
example:
（6）勇敢的士兵
yǒng gǎn de shì bīng
brave NOM soldier
‘brave soldiers’
Here “勇敢” is an adjective that describes the noun “士兵”. Since many advanced
L2 learners tend to analyze the grammatical structures of FL (Ortactepe, 2013; Wray,
2002), they are likely to replace the “勇敢” with some other adjectives to achieve
language creativity.
Categories of FL
Some researchers classify FLs in English into different categories for different
purposes. In order to identify how many FLs are used in 70 compositions, Ohlrogge
(2009) classifies FL into eight different categories. Since both language copied from the
prompt and generic rhetoric, two types of FLs, are only applicable to Ohlrogge’s (2009)
specific research setting, there are only 6 types of FLs listed here (See Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1
Ohlrogge’s (2009) Classification of FL
Category

Definition

Examples

Collocations

word pairs that occur together often

fast food, a surge of anger

Idioms

multi-word sequence with single meaning,
often metaphorical
lexical element with one or more particles

Rome was not built in a day.

phrasal verbs
personal stance markers
Transitions
Irrelevant biographical
info.

sequences that express one’s personal
opinions
expressions used to connect sections
language used to introduce people’s name,
age, or where you are from.

get off, stand up, show off,
participate in,
in my opinion, I argue that, I
believe
at the same time, first
My name is…
I am from…

Kecskes (2007) approaches FL in a rather different way. According to the extent
to which the constituents and the meaning of FL are connected, Kecskes (2007) cites six
different types of FL (grammatical units, fixed units, semantic phrasal verbs, speech
formulas, situation-bound utterances, and idioms) that form a FL continuum (see Figure
2.1).
Figure 2.1
Formulaic Continuum (Kesckes, 2007)

Grammatical

Fixed

Semantic

Speech

Situation-bound

Units

Units

Phrasal Verbs

Formulas

Utterances

Idioms

As the continuum moves from left to right, the connection between constituents
and the meaning of FL becomes looser (Kecskes, 2007). Put differently, for the leftmost
end on this continuum, one can easily understand the meaning of a grammatical unit
merely based on its constituents. On the rightmost end on this continuum, it is almost
9

impossible to guess the meaning of idioms simply from its constituents, since, in most
cases, these idioms are imbued with cultural and pragmatic information (Schenck &
Choi, 2015).
Out of the special features of Chinese language, many Chinese linguists have paid
attention to the usage of parenthetical phrases in Chinese FL (Guo, 2008; Li, 2006;
Wang, 2013). Li (2006) classifies parenthetical phrases into three subsets, i.e.,
explanation, connector, and facial expression. The following are some examples of
parenthetical phrases, (7) is an explanation, (8) is a connector, and (9) is a facial
expression.
（7）也就是说
yě jiù shì shuō
too is say
‘put differently’
（8）一般来说
yī bān lái shuō
generally come speak
‘generally speaking’
（9）在我看来
zài wǒ kàn lái
at I look come
‘from my point of view’
Obviously, some of the facial expression parenthetical phrases are similar to
personal stance markers in Ohlrogge’s (2009) classification. Ohlrogge (2009) treats
10

collocations and phrasal verbs as two different types of FL, the researcher in the present
study tend to believe that phrasal verbs are part of collocations. Two types of
collocations, verb + object and adj. + noun, were discussed in the present study.
Transitions is another type of Chinese FL. But transitions in the present study were
different from that in Ohlrogge’s (2009) classification, since the latter can be classified
into parenthetical phrases (connector) according to Li (2006). Transitions in the present
study focused on formulaic expressions showing logical relations between sentences or
discourses. Some examples are:
（10）不但……，而且
bū dàn ěr-qiě
not but, also
‘not only, but also’
（11）只要……，就
zhǐ yào jiù
only want, so
‘only if’
Since the present study focused on the research of FL in Chinese, parenthetical
phrases were regarded as one of the four types of Chinese FL. Consequently, the present
study investigated four different types of FL in Chinese, which are collocations, idioms,
transitions, and parenthetical phrases (See Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2
Types of Chinese FL in This Research
Category
Collocations
Idioms
Transitions
Parenthetical
phrase

Definition
word pairs that occur together often
verb + object; adj. + noun
multi-word sequence with single meaning, often metaphorical
logical connectors
explanatory or qualifying word, clause

What Makes Writing Fluent and Readable? FL or Grammatical Rules?
Both FL and grammatical rules contribute to the fluency and readability of
language production. But which one contributes more? On the one end of this spectrum
are opinions held by Chomsky. Chomsky has argued the existence of “Language
Acquisition Device” (LAD) which enables humans to process language, and the so-called
“Universal Grammar”, i.e., a set of abstract principles of language that are universal to all
languages. Consequently, Chomsky argues that the ultimate form of any human language
is a function of both the “universal grammar”, that is common to all languages, and the
“peripheral grammar”, consisting of features that are specific to a given language.
Although hard to prove its existence, “universal grammar” plays an important role in
Chomsky’s language acquisition theories (Shrum & Glisan, 2010).
One the other end of this spectrum are the theories maintained by Pawley and
Syder (1983). Pawley and Syder (1983) downplay the importance of grammatical
principles. They maintain that there is no necessary link between grammaticality and
naturalness. A grammatically correct sentence does not mean that it is a native-like one.
Put differently, just because words can combine according to grammatical rules does not
mean that they do combine this way (Erman, 2009). Supporting Pawley and Syder’s
12

(1983) idea, Wray (2002) views language processing differently than does Chomsky.
According to Wray (2002), the internalization of a vast number of institutionalized
utterances, lexical phrases, or fixed or semi-fixed expressions are the first choice of
processing language. He also explains that language users take the FL holistically and
analyze only when there is a need to do so.
Somewhat in the middle of this spectrum is the idea raised by Ellis. Ellis (2005)
provides 10 principles concerning language instruction in this seminal research paper.
The first principle concerns the relationship between FL and rule-based competence. He
maintains that both FL and grammar contribute to language processing, with FL catering
to fluency and grammatical rules catering to complexity and accuracy. Furthermore, Ellis
(2002, 2005) mentions the chronological design concerning the instructions of FL and
grammatical rules. According to his theory, FL learning should be one of the most
important tasks in early language acquisition stages, and the teaching of grammatical
rules should be put in the later stages. Unfortunately, his theory fails to draw clear
dividing lines between earlier stages and later stages.
Theoretical Models of FL
Zipf’s Model. Zipf (1949) believes that FL is a compromise between speakers
and hearers. Speakers, by using little effort, want to simplify their utterance.
Nevertheless, hearers need plenty of diversity in order to avoid ambiguity. This dual
directional process over this channel results in certain amounts of formula in any
language to make things easy for speakers and to add enough diversity to avoid
ambiguity for hearers (Bannard & Lieven, 2009). This model is also called “the principle
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of least effort” by Zipf (Bannard & Lieven, 2009). Zipf’s model is also supported by
Ferrer i Cancho & Sole (2003).
Simon’s Model. Simon (1955) argues that the power law distribution can also be
applied in language. He claims that “the likelihood of any word being repeated is exactly
the function of how often it has been encountered before (Simon, 1955).” Put in simple
words, the more a word or a phrase has been heard or used before, the more it will be
heard or used in the future. Since FL, as a chunk, has occurred a lot compared to the
occurrence of its components, it is therefore safe to assume that it will also occur in the
future as a chunk.
Economy Communication Model. Some linguists believe that language users
depend on multi-word constructions or prefabricated lexico-grammatical units (Nattiger
& Decarrico, 1992) in order to communicate (including both speaking and writing)
fluently. Ultimately, these prefabricated units function as single choices, and are proved
to be much more efficient than normal word-for-word creation of an utterance (Sinclair,
1991). The adoption of FL is the prevalent mode of language processing, since it
overcomes the limited capacity of working memory. (Rott, 2009).
Some Current Research Findings Concerning FL
Most researchers deeply believe that FL is a language element that should be
treated as a chunk, and is stored, retrieved, and processed holistically (Altenberg, 1998;
Ellis, 2002, 2005; Schmitt & Carter, 2004). Gibbes et al. (1989), by using the idioms
judgment task, finds that formulas, like idioms, are stored and processed as single units
by both NSs and NNSs (Gibbes et al., 1989). Supporting this idea, Jiang and Nekrasova
(2007) reports similar results using the phrases judgment task. According to this research,
14

both NSs and NNSs have shorter response times and lower error rates in terms of
formulaic phrases than non-formulaic ones. Jiang and Nekrasova (2007) goes even
further proving that it is the holistic nature of FL, instead of the visual shape familiarity,
that contributes to the shorter response times and lower error rates.
Rott (2009) is one of the few researchers who investigated the use of FL in the
writing of German, not English, language learners. The findings of this research show
that raising the awareness of using FL positively influences second-semester German
learners’ use of these prefabricated constructions. At the same time, to what extent FL is
used by German learners is determined by the genre of the writing. The results of this
research also claim that the accumulation of FL is an incremental process (Rott, 2009).
Erman (2009) carries out a comparative study regarding the use of collocation,
one type of FL, in writing between English language learners and native speakers. His
research finds that English learners produce fewer collocations and exhibite a smaller
lexical range than their native speaker counterparts. Similar to Erman (2009), PerezLlantada (2014) also investigates the use of FL in academic writing among three learning
conditions (L1 English, L2 English, L1 Spanish). The research shows that formulaicity is
a key feature of academic writing across the language variables, and that genre
determines writers’ choice of FL in terms of frequency, which supports Rott’s (2009)
research. Perez-Llantada (2014) also finds that the use of FL by the L2 writers deviates
from L1 norms. Consequently, the research claims that, although these L2 writers are
experts, their formulaicity is hybrid, not completely nativelike (Perez-Llantada, 2014).
Schenck and Choi (2015) also discovers that Korean learners overuse transitions, a type
of FL, to define the organization of writing, neglecting to consider the semantic or
15

pragmatic functions of other FLs. On the contrary, American students tend to use FL for
a variety of pragmatic and semantic purposes (Schenck and Choi, 2015).
Ohlrogge (2009) examines 180 compositions written for an EFL proficiency test,
attempting to find if correlations between the use of FL and students’ language
proficiency. This research lists eight types of FL and analyzes how these different
formulaic sequences contribute to students’ scores. The research shows that idioms,
collocations, transitions, phrasal verbs and personal stance markers, are frequently used
by high-scoring students, while the use of sequences of text copied from the writing
prompt generally results in low scores (Ohlrogge, 2009). Qin (2014) investigates the use
of FL by advanced English learners at different levels of study in academic writing. The
research results show that, as the level of study increases, students use a greater number
and variety of formulaic bundles, which supports Rott’s (2009) idea that the
accumulation of FL is an incremental process (Ortactepe, 2013; Qin, 2014; Rott, 2009).
Different from the above-mentioned researchers, Khodadady and Shamsaee
(2012) investigates the relationship between the use of formulaic sequences and speaking
performance. Adopting the categories of formulaic sequences raised by Ohlrogge (2009),
the research finds that, among the seven categories of FL, personal stance markers and
transitions show significant correlation with participants’ speaking scores. At the same
time, both personal stance markers and transitions can predict the participants’ speaking
scores more precisely than their overall speech fluency (Khodadady & Shamsaee, 2012).
Ortactepe (2013) also examines the use of FL in speaking by English language learners.
By using a discourse completion test (DCT), this investigation claims that native speakers
produce more FL than the seven Turkish students in this study. The other important
16

finding in this research is that students tend to analyze the grammatical structure of FL
for creativity, especially for the advanced level foreign language learners (Ortactepe,
2013). Kashiha and Chan (2015) investigates the use of lexical bundles in classroom
discussions among native English speakers and Malaysian non-native English speakers.
Similar to the findings of Ortactepe (2013), this research finds that, overall, native
English speakers use more lexical bundles than that of non-native English speakers
(English speakers use more discourse organizing bundles, while non-native English
speakers use more stance expressions) (Kashiha & Chan, 2015).
Wood (2010) examines the relationship between FL and second language speech
fluency. The research shows that consistent exposure to fluent input of FL, interaction,
and automaticity are three necessary steps which contribute to a fluent production of a
second language (Wood, 2010).
As discussed above, FL is argued to be a useful tool to promote L2 learners’
writing in English. However, few previous studies focus on Chinese as a second
language, this present study aims to fill the gap and investigate how classroom teaching
of Chinese FL affects Chinese L2 learners’ writing performance.
Research Questions
This present study investigates Chinese FL. Two groups of advanced CFL
learners at BYU were chosen to study the influence of teaching FL on students’ writing
performance. The following three research questions are considered in this study:
1. Among four types of Chinese FL, which type(s) of Chinese FL is (are) most
frequently used by participants from the experimental group?
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2. To what extent can Chinese FL teaching improve students’ writing
performance?
3. Among the four types of Chinese FL, which type(s) of Chinese FL
contribute(s) more to participants’ better writing performance?

18

Chapter 3: Methodology
Participants
The present study investigates the influence of teaching FL on writing
performance of students enrolled in the 3rd year Chinese class. Participants in this study
include two sections of totaling 35 students whose native language is English. Data are
collected from participants’ essays submitted as homework. The experimental group of
17 participants received training in formulaic sequences, while the control group of 18
participants did not. Both sections were taught by the same instructor and teaching
assistant using the same textbook, Developing Chinese (2nd edition). Both groups took
Chinese 301 advanced Chinese every day for 50 minutes. For each unit, from Monday to
Thursday, participants from both groups learned new vocabularies and grammatical rules,
discussed text and completed the exercises. The only difference between them is that the
experimental group had Chinese FL teaching on each Friday, while participants from the
control group reviewed the material they learned this week and did some oral practice.
Design and Instrumentation
Students in the experimental group received 50 minutes of FL training every
Friday. First, the instructor encouraged students to brainstorm in groups to think about
some words or phrases that they can use in the week’s writing task. Second, students
were required to complete a fill-in-the-blank exercise with 7-10 sentences containing
around 10 FSs. Third, students practiced the topic orally in pairs using sentences and
phrases in the previous exercise (See Appendix A). The other section of students, taught
by the same instructor and same teaching assistant, simply completed the same writing
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assignments without receiving any extra instructions, functioning as the control group.
There were three phases in the present research.
The first phase of this research was to get participants’ essays, from which data
would be collected and analyzed. Both the experimental group and the control group
were given the same 12 topics to write about. By the end of the winter semester of 2016,
the researchers had all the writing responses on the 12 different topics by both groups of
students.
In order to investigate if students in both groups improved their writing
performance gradually over the whole semester, the researcher chose the first topic from
the first four topics, two topics randomly from the second four topics, and another one
topic randomly from the remaining four topics. Since the number of students in the two
groups were not the same, the researcher in this investigation decided to randomly choose
ten writings from any of the four topics from both groups. Finally, the researcher had 80
writing responses on four different topics, 40 from the experimental group, and the other
40 from the control group (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1
Topics and Numbers of Writings from the Experimental Group and the Control Group

Topic 1: 家乡的四季
‘Four Seasons in My Hometown’
Topic 2: 我的父母亲
‘My parent/s’
Topic 3: 美国人的大方和小气
‘Americans’ generosity and stinginess’
Topic 4: 难忘的第一次
‘An unforgettable first-time’

The Experimental Group

The Control Group

N=10

N=10

N=10

N=10

N=10

N=10

N=10

N=10
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In the second phase of the study, the researcher invited three experienced raters to
assign scores to all 80 writing responses. All three Chinese raters, who were not the
regular raters for this class, had at least two semesters’ experience grading Chinese
writing. The purpose of the research was not revealed to the three raters. Additionally,
they did not know from which group any given piece of writing came. Based on the
Integrated Writing Rubrics for TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language), a rubric
was created by the researcher with the purpose of examining four writing skills, which
are general description, content and development, organization and connection of ideas,
and linguistic range and control (See Appendix B). This rubric included five levels of
writing performance: 10, 8, 6, 4, and 0 points. This five-level grading system was
adopted for two reasons: 1) this system was used by the Integrated Writing Rubrics for
TOEFL, an authoritative English test; and 2) compared to a 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 grading system,
this current grading system can offer more details in the descriptions of each level
performance. Raters were free to give any points between two levels, with no more than
10 and no less than 0. Analytically, general description examined to what extent the
response fulfilled the demands of a specific task. Content and development focused on
the appropriate explanations, exemplifications and/or details in each writing, to see if a
response was well-developed or sufficient in content. Organization and connection of
ideas examined the relationships between ideas, to see if these relationships were clear
and how well a response was organized and displayed unity. Linguistic range and control
mainly examined participants’ ability to demonstrate syntactic variety and appropriate
word choice. In this present study, the researcher believed that participants in the
experimental group would demonstrate better skills in the areas of organization and
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connection of ideas and linguistic range and control. All three Chinese raters met
together with the researcher to study this rubric. Necessary changes were made according
to the three raters’ opinions. Finally, the researcher chose one piece of writing, not from
the 80 writing responses chosen for the study, for the three raters to rate according to the
revised rubric. They each justified respective assigned grades, and opinions were
exchanged to form a general understanding. The purpose of this process was to make sure
that all three raters strictly abided by the rubric without exercising too much discretion.
After that, these three raters began to assign scores to the 80 pieces of writing
independently. Finally, the researcher had all the scores assigned by the three experienced
raters to the 80 writing responses.
Since one of the research questions in this study was to investigate to what extent
Chinese FL has an influence on students’ writing performance, the researcher invited two
Chinese teaching assistants as coders working together to identify the four different types
of Chinese FL, i.e., collocations, idioms, transitions, and parenthetical phrases. These
two coders, who are neither the teaching assistants nor the raters of this class, had at least
two semesters’ experiences serving as Chinese teaching assistants. The purpose of the
research was not revealed to the two coders. Only the 40 writing responses written by
participants from the experimental group were studied. The researcher in this study met
with the two coders five times. The first meeting, served as the training session (See
Appendix C), lasted one hour, and the two coders got acquainted with the four types
Chinese FL and how to identify them. The next four meetings worked on ten pieces of
writing responses from one of the four topics respectively. Each time lasted at least two
hours. First, each one worked independently, finding the numbers of the four Chinese FL
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in the same writing response by themselves. After doing so, the researcher and the two
coders worked together to discuss any discrepancies in the numbers of each of the four
types of Chinese FL. Finally, an agreement had to be reached concerning the numbers of
each of the four types of Chinese FL. By doing so, the researcher could analyze the
influence of Chinese FL on students’ writing performance more accurately. After meeting
four times, the researcher eventually had all the numbers of the four types of Chinese FL
in the 40 writing responses using Chinese FL.
Analysis
The first research question examined, among the four types of Chinese FL, which
types of Chinese FL were most frequently used by participants from the experimental
group. The researcher in this study used the numbers gathered by the two coders to see
which types were used most frequently. But the emphasis in the first research question
was to explain why this happened.
Since the second research question of this study was to investigate to what extent
Chinese FL teaching improved students’ writing performance. The researcher in this
study investigated the writing responses from the two groups in terms of the lengths of
these writing responses, scores assigned to these writing responses and lexical accuracy.
Lexical accuracy was measured by errors per one hundred Chinese characters. The
following chart lists three errors examined in the study (See table 3.2). The researcher
made a comparison to see if participants from the experimental group performed better
than those from the control group in terms of lexical accuracy.
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Table 3.2
Errors Examined in This Study
Examples

Connectors
misuse

Collocation
misuse

Other Chinese
FLs misuse

Incorrect

Correct

*虽然我很喜欢我的家乡，我必须离开
去读大学。

虽然我很喜欢我的家乡，但是我必须离
开家乡去读大学。

suī rán wǒ hěn xǐ huān wǒ de jiā xiāng,
wǒ bì xǖ lí kāi qǜ dú dà xué

suī rán wǒ hěn xǐ huān wǒ de jiā xiāng,

Even though I very much like my
hometown, I have to leave go read
college.

Even though I very much like my
hometown, but I have to leave go read
college.

‘Even though I love my hometown very
much, I have to leave my hometown for
college’

‘Even though I love my hometown very
much, I have to leave my hometown for
college’

*兴奋的经历

令人兴奋的经历

xīng fèn de jīng lì

lìng rén xīng fèn de jīng lì

excited NOM experience

order man excited NOM experience

‘excited experience’

‘exciting experience’

*千千万万的外国饮食

各种不同的外国饮食

qiān qiān wàn wàn de wài guó yǐn shí

gè zhǒng bù tóng de wài guó yǐn shí

thousand thousand ten thousand ten
thousand NOM foreign country drink
food.

all kinds different NOM foreign country
drink food.

‘millions of foreign drinks and food’

dàn shì wǒ bì xǖ lí kāi jiā xiāng qǜ dú dà
xué

‘various food and drinks from different
countries’

A correlation coefficient analysis between the scores of the writings and the
numbers of the four types of Chinese FL used in the corresponding writing responses was
conducted, in order to examine if the use of FL can improve the quality of the writings.
For the third research question, all the three raters assigned a score to each of the 40
writing responses from the experimental group according to the rubric. The mean of the
three scores from the three raters was treated as the score of any specific writing
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response. After all the four types of Chinese FL in the 40 pieces of writings from the
experimental group had been identified and counted, the researcher did a correlation
coefficient analysis between the scores of participants and the numbers of the four types
of Chinese FL used in the corresponding writing responses. By answering the third
research question, the purpose was to investigate if the four types of Chinese FL played
the same role, and to what extent can they improve participants’ writing performance.
Based on the correlation coefficient analysis, the researcher introduced some pedagogical
implications.
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Chapter 4: Results
This chapter first presents the numbers of Chinese characters in each of 80 writing
responses from both groups (see Table 4.1.a). The average numbers of Chinese characters
for each topic is also presented in the same table. One of common problems faced by all
L2 language learners is that they do not know what to write in a writing task. It turns out
that students often produce writing responses with very few numbers of Chinese
characters that are generally insufficient to fulfill the demands of a specific writing task.
To solve this problem, both the instructor and the teaching assistant in this research, by
adoption of Chinse FLs teaching, introduced methods including brainstorming and filling
the blanks in sentences to participants in experimental group. By counting the number of
Chinese characters in each writing response, the researcher sought to see if the adoption
of Chinese FL teaching can increase the length of writing sample, which may reflect
students’ confidence in writing and help fulfill the demands of a specific writing task.
Table 4.1.a
Number of Characters for Topic 1, 2, 3, and 4

Response 1
Response 2
Response 3
Response 4
Response 5
Response 6
Response 7
Response 8
Response 9
Response 10
Average

Topic 1
With
Without
FL
FL
414
491
379
375
359
408
391
287
461
365
466
547
441
287
305
301
331
332
601
319
415
371

Topic 2
With
Without
FL
FL
495
235
441
269
425
271
442
290
406
393
397
388
454
219
440
309
421
281
386
561
431
322

Topic 3
With
Without
FL
FL
291
223
437
198
367
253
307
242
502
133
409
234
283
245
437
258
388
273
451
219
387
228

Topic 4
With
Without
FL
FL
390
337
423
260
448
433
387
204
315
312
293
236
446
402
434
309
422
263
437
273
400
303
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An independent t-test was conducted to compare between the experimental group
and the control group in terms of numbers of Chinese characters (see Appendix D). The
purpose of the independent t-test was to observe if there was a statistical significance
between the experimental group and the control group in terms of the number of Chinese
characters in each topic (see Table 4.1.b).
Table 4.1.b
The Difference between the Experimental Group and the Control Group in Terms of
Numbers of Chinese Characters

P

Topic 1
.274

Topic 2
.005

Topic 3
.000

Topic 4
.003

The independent t-test shows, for the first topic, that there is not a significant
difference in the numbers of Chinese characters between the experimental group
(M=414.80, SD=84.429) and the control group (M=371.20, SD=88.213); t(18)=1.129,
p=.274. For the second topic, there is a significant difference in the numbers of Chinese
characters from the experimental group (M=430.70, SD=31.390) and the control group
(M=321.60, SD=101.641); t(18)=3.24, p=.005. For the third topic, there is a significant
difference in the numbers of Chinese characters from the experimental group (M=387.20,
SD=74.265) and the control group (M=227.80, SD=39.583); t(18)=5.990, p=.000. For the
fourth topic, there is a significant difference in the numbers of Chinese characters from
the experimental group (M=399.50, SD=54.669) and the control group (M=302.90,
SD=71.967); t(18)=3.380, p=.003.
In sum, the results show that, except the first topic, the adoption of CFL does
contribute to more Chinese characters in participants’ writing responses.
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Scores Assigned to Writings
Each one of the 80 writing responses was rated by three independent raters based
on the same rubric. All the raw scores assigned by the three raters for each of the 80
writing responses can be found in Appendix E (see Appendix E). The mean of the three
scores from three raters for each writing response and the average of means for each topic
are presented (see Table 4.2.a). Other descriptive statistics (median, mode, standard
deviation) can also be found in the same table.
Table 4.2.a
Means, Averages and others for Topic 1, 2, 3, and 4

Response 1
Response 2
Response 3
Response 4
Response 5
Response 6
Response 7
Response 8
Response 9
Response 10
Average
Median
Mode
SD

Means of Topic 1
With
Without
FL
FL
8.47
8.67
8.13
8.07
8.2
8
8.73
7.8
8.67
8.07
8.6
8.13
8.73
8.2
8.47
8.07
8.07
8
8.47
8.13
8.45
8.11
8.47
8.07
8.47
8.07
0.24
0.22

Means of Topic 2
With
Without
FL
FL
8.87
6.93
8.53
7.07
8.6
7.47
8.2
7.07
8.27
7.93
8.27
8
8.27
7.07
8.07
7.93
8.53
8
8.13
7.6
8.37
7.51
8.27
7.535
8.27
7.07
0.25
0.44

Means of Topic 3
With
Without
FL
FL
8
7.47
8.47
7.6
8.2
8
8.07
7.73
8.53
7.07
8.67
7.13
8.13
7.33
8.6
8.13
8.6
8.13
8.67
7.53
8.39
7.61
8.5
7.565
8.67
8.13
0.26
0.38

Means of Topic 4
With
Without
FL
FL
8.67
8.4
9.07
8.27
8.47
8.33
8.27
7.93
8.2
8
8.53
7.6
8.73
8.2
9.07
8.27
8.93
8.33
8.93
8.13
8.69
8.15
8.7
8.235
9.07
8.27
0.32
0.24

Another independent t-test was conducted to compare the scores between the
experimental group and the control group in each of the four topics (see Appendix F).
The purpose of the independent t-test was to observe if there was a statistical significance
between the experimental group and the control group in terms of scores in each of the
four topics (see Table 4.2.b).
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Table 4.2.b
The Difference between the Experimental Group and the Control Group in Terms of
Scores Assigned by Raters

P

Topic 1
.004

Topic 2
.000

Topic 3
.000

Topic 4
.000

The independent t-test shows, for the first topic, that there is a significant
difference in the scores assigned between the experimental group (M=8.4540, SD=.2445)
and the control group (M=8.1140, SD=.2230); t(18)=-3.249, p=.004. For the second
topic, there is a significant difference in the scores assigned between the experimental
group (M=8.3740, SD=.2495) and the control group (M=7.5070, SD=.4422); t(18)=5.400, p=.000. For the third topic, there is a significant difference in the scores assigned
between the experimental group (M=8.3940, SD=.2644) and the control group
(M=7.6120, SD=.3850); t(18)=-5.295, p=.000. For the fourth topic, there is a significant
difference in the scores assigned between the experimental group (M=8.6870, SD=.3156)
and the control group (M=8.1460, SD=.2432); t(18)=-4.294, p=.000.
In sum, the results show that the adoption of Chinese FL does contribute to better
writing performance in the experimental group than in the control group in terms of
scores.
Error Rate (Errors per One Hundred Chinese Characters)
In this present study, the error rate is measured by errors per one hundred Chinese
characters from both groups. Three types of errors are examined in this study (See table
3.2). The following are the error rates from both two groups (see Table 4.3). Statistics
show that the error rates (1.45, 1.46, 1.45, and 1.42) among the four topics written by the
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control group are very steady, while the numbers (.72, .70, .67, and .65)) decrease for
writings from the experimental group.
Table 4.3
Error Rate in Topic 1, 2, 3, and 4

Response 1
Response 2
Response 3
Response 4
Response 5
Response 6
Response 7
Response 8
Response 9
Response 10
Total
Errors per
100
characters

Topic 1
With
Without
FL
FL
1
5
2
5
4
5
4
9
5
3
4
7
1
5
3
5
1
6
5
4
30
54
0.72
1.45

Topic 2
With
Without
FL
FL
2
7
2
6
2
4
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
6
4
5
3
4
4
5
30
47
0.70
1.46

Topic 3
With
Without
FL
FL
4
3
2
4
3
3
4
3
2
6
2
4
4
3
2
2
1
2
2
3
26
33
0.67
1.45

Topic 4
With
Without
FL
FL
3
3
1
3
4
4
3
5
4
4
3
8
3
5
1
4
2
3
2
4
26
43
0.65
1.42

Numbers of Different Types of FL in Writings Using FL teaching
This chapter lastly reports the numbers of different types of Chinese FL in the 40
writing responses using FL teaching. These numbers are considered the most important
by the researcher in this study because they demonstrate which Chinese FL forms
contribute most to participants’ writing performance, if the prediction is right that the
adoption of Chinese FL teaching contributes to better writing performance. These
numbers can help answer the following questions: Are these four types of Chinese FL of
the same equal importance in participants’ writing? If not, which one contributes more to
participants’ better writing performance? The answers to these questions in turn lead to
some pedagogical suggestions for classroom Chinese teaching. The numbers of different
types of Chinese FL in the 40 writing responses using FL teaching can been found in
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Appendix G (see Appendix G). The correlation coefficients between the numbers of the
different Chinese FL forms and the means in each writing topic are shown in Table 4.4
(see Table 4.4). The results show that, among the four types of Chinese FL, collocations
and transitions are closely related to better writing performance.
Table 4.4
Correlation Coefficients between Numbers of Different types of Chinese FL and the
Means in Each Topic
Collocations
Transitions
Idioms
Parenthetical phrases

Topic 1
.772
.883
.301
-.281

Topic 2
.854
.920
.798
-.123

Topic 3
.839
.670
-.136
.188

Topic 4
.841
.793
.197
.189
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Chapter 5: Discussion
This chapter discusses how the study results help to answer the three research
questions. Each research question is discussed separately followed by a conclusion. Some
additional findings, further implications, limitations, and possibilities for future research
are also included in this chapter.
Research Question 1
The first research question is: “How many Chinese FLs were used by participants
from the experimental group?”
Four different types of Chinese FL are identified in this study, i.e. collocations,
idioms, transitions, and parenthetical phrases. Results show that participants from the
experimental group use much more collocations than the other three Chinese FLs. The
average numbers of collocations used in the four topics are 13.2, 15.6, 13.8, and 16.1.
Considering that collocations in the present study consist of both verb + object and
adjective + noun, it is reasonable that collocations are the most frequently used Chinese
FLs.
Following collocations, ranking in second place, are transitions. The average
numbers of transitions used in the four topics are 5.1, 8.9, 9.5, and 7.8. The transitions
examined in this present study are logical connectors. The relatively frequent use of
transitions by participants from the experimental group shows that the instructor and the
teaching assistant probably emphasize in classroom teaching that the relationships
between ideas should be clear, and that a response should be organized and display unity.
Idioms and parenthetical phrases are not frequently used by participants from the
experimental group in any of the four topics. The average numbers used in the four topics
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are 1.2, 1, 2.1, and 1.4 for parenthetical phrases, and 1.3, 1.2, 0.5, and 1.4 for idioms.
Since the parenthetical phrases examined in this present study are explanatory or
qualifying words or clauses, the less frequent use of it may be attributed to the genre of
the writing in this present study. All the writing responses in this study are descriptive
essays; participants have fewer opportunities to use parenthetical phrases to express their
own ideas than in academic writings. Through interviews with the instructor and the
teaching assistant, the researcher in this study knows that idioms are introduced in
classroom teaching. So, the possible reasons that students use few idioms may be that
students either intentionally avoid using idioms because they are too difficult, or the 50
minutes per week classroom teaching of CFLs is not enough for idioms. The classroom
teaching only serves to stimulate students’ awareness. Considering the difficulties of
idioms, participants need more time to practice in order to internalize this new
knowledge.
The correlation between the use of the four different types of Chinese FL and the
mean scores of participants’ writing responses will be analyzed in the following research
questions.
Research Question 2
The second research question is: “To what extent can Chinese FL teaching
improve students’ writing performance?”
The researcher in this present study adopts the holistic way to approach the
second research question. Table 5.1 shows the average numbers of Chinese characters
from both the experimental group and the control group in any of the four topics (see
Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1
Total/Average Numbers of Chinese Characters of Each Topics
Total/Average for Topic 1
Total/Average for Topic 2
Total/Average for Topic 3
Total/Average for Topic 4

With FL Teaching
4148/415
4307/431
3872/387
3995/400

Without FL Teaching
3712/371
3216/322
2278/228
3029/303

The t-test results show that, except the first topic, the adoption of CFL does
contribute to more Chinese characters in participants’ writing responses. For the first
topic when participants from the experimental group are not familiar with CFL, the
writing responses from both groups have similar length. But, as the participants from the
experimental group get more and more familiar with CFL, their writing responses
become noticeably longer than those from the control group. Although a larger number of
Chinese characters in a writing response cannot mean everything, it does form the
foundation of fulfilling any writing task. Adoption of CFL teaching in writing class does
help open participants’ minds and give them confidence.
The scores assigned to writings from both groups can demonstrate the same fact.
Table 5.2 shows that the average scores for each topic from the experimental group are
higher than those from the control group, which supports ideas in some previous
researches (Khodadady & Shamsaee, 2012; Ohlrogge, 2009). The percentages are 4.2,
11.5, 10.2, and 6.6 (see Table 5.2).
Table 5.2
Average Scores of Each Topic
Topic 1 Average
Topic 2 Average
Topic 3 Average
Topic 4 Average

With FL Teaching
8.45
8.37
8.39
8.69

Without FL Teaching
8.11
7.51
7.61
8.15

Percentage (%)
4.2
11.5
10.2
6.6
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The error rates of writing responses from both groups also verify that the adoption
of Chinese FL improves participants’ writing performance (see Table 5.3). For
participants from the control group, their error rates keep steady. But for those from the
experimental group, the error rates keep dropping from 0.72 to 0.65. This is a convincing
evidence showing that the use of FL in writing classrooms does help improve students’
writing performance (Ortactepe, 2013; Schenck & Choi, 2014).
Table 5.3
Error Rates (Errors Per 100 Characters) of Each Topic
Error Rate
Topic 1 Error Rate
Topic 2 Error Rate
Topic 3 Error Rate
Topic 4 Error Rate

With FL Teaching
0.72
0.70
0.67
0.65

Without FL Teaching
1.45
1.46
1.45
1.42

Research Question 3
The third research question is: “Among the four types of Chinese FL, which
type(s) of Chinese FL contribute(s) more to participants’ better writing performance?”
Since using the Chinese FL does improve participants’ writing performance, the
next concern is, among the four types of Chinese FL, which type(s) of Chinese FL
contributed more to participants’ better writing performance? The correlation coefficients
between the numbers of the four types of Chinese FL used and the means of writing
responses for each topic are helpful tools to solve this research question (see Table 5.4).
The use of collocations and transitions has been shown to be strongly associated with
higher writing scores (Hawkey & Barker, 2004; Kennedy& Thorp, 2007; Ohlrogge,
2009; Read & Nation, 2006). Although the use of idioms is also being proved to be
strongly relateded to better writing, the results in this present study do not support this
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claim (Hawkey & Barker, 2004; Kennedy& Thorp, 2007; Ohlrogge, 2009; Read &
Nation, 2006). Parenthetical phrases are specific language features for Chinese; these
research results, like that of idioms, prove that the relationship between parenthetical
phrases and writing performance is weak.
Table 5.4
Different Correlation Coefficients of Each Topic
Pearson r

Collocation/Mean

Idiom/Mean

Transition/Mean

Topic 1

0.772

0.301

0.883

Parenthetical
phrase/Mean
-0.281

Topic 2

0.854

0.798

0.910

-0.123

Topic 3

0.839

-0.136

0.670

0.188

Topic 4

0.841

0.197

0.793

0.189

Implications
Since the claim that the use of collocations and transitions has been shown to be
strongly associated with higher writing scores has been verified in this present study, it is
advisable to incorporate the teaching of both collocations and transitions into writing
classrooms. Since parenthetical phrases are specific FL for Chinese language, it is still of
some significance to introduce them to CFL students although no direct evidence can be
found in this present research supporting that they contribute to better Chinese writing
performance.
Supporting Rott (2009), the findings in this present study also found that the
accumulation of FL is an incremental process. This can be shown by the decreasing error
rates in the four topics that are assigned to students in the chronological order over the
semester. In addition, participants from the experimental group use few idioms in their
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writing responses, which tells the same fact that the accumulation of FLe is an
incremental process. Considering the difficulties of idioms in Chinese FL, participants
need more time and more related exercises to automatize the knowledge of idioms, which
supports Wood’s (2010) research. The pedagogical implication is that, unlike all the other
three types of CFLs, idioms are relatively difficult for classroom teaching, and
consequently, Chinese language instructors need to design more related exercises to help
students automatize the use of idioms, such as task-based practices involving the
repetition of idioms, meaning-focused exercises in which the meaning of idioms are
inherent, and form-focused drills, with a focus on the structures of idioms, are
recommended by Wood. (Wood, 2010).
Limitations and Future Research
There are many limitations to consider in this study. The first one is the size of the
corpus. This study shows that the correlation between idioms and participants’ scores and
the correlation between parenthetical phrases and participants’ scores are statistically
non-significant. The possible reason may be that the corpus in this research is relatively
small. A bigger corpus may reveal a more information concerning this matter.
Another limitation is that this present study investigates the influence of Chinese
FL teaching on the writing performance of the 3rd year Chinese L2 learners. The
applicability of the research findings to other levels of expertise is still uncertain. It is a
great idea for future research to focus on students at intermediate or other levels.
Rott (2009) claims that the use of FL correlates with the genre of writing. Since
all the writings are descriptive essays, it is impossible to test Rott’s (2009) findings in this
present study. Future research may use different genres to investigate the influence of
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using Chinese FL on writing performance. Additionally, the four types of Chinese FL
raised by the researcher only apply to this present study, and more types of Chinese FL
may appear if other genres of writing are included in future research.
Conclusion
This study examines how the adoption of Chinese FL teaching influences CFL
students on their writing performance. Three research questions are considered. For the
first research question, among the four types of Chinese FL, collocations and transitions
are used frequently, while the other two types of Chinese FL are less used by participants
from the experimental group.
The researcher in this study approaches the second research question holistically.
Overall, except for the first topic, the writing responses from the experimental group have
more Chinese characters than those from the control group, which lays the foundation of
fulfilling the writing, and reveals the confidence of the participants from the experimental
group as well. In addition, both the remarkably higher scores for each topic and the
decreasing error rates demonstrate that the adoption of Chinese FL teaching positively
influences participants’ writing performance. In third research question, the contributions
of the four different types of Chinese FL to participants’ better writing performance are
discussed analytically. Research findings show that both collocations and transitions
have a strong correlation with students’ writing performance, while the relationship
between the idioms and parenthetical phrases and participants’ writing scores are loose.
Hopefully future research can further reveal the great benefits of Chinese FL teaching in
the writing classroom, and ultimately provide students with a both efficient and effective
learning experience.
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Appendix A
FL Teaching Sample Materials
Name: ________________
作文一 家乡的四季
一、词语：请写出跟你家乡的四季有关的词语，并跟同学说一说。
天气

景色

食物

活动

春天
夏天
秋天
冬天

二、句子：请完成下面的句子，然后跟同学说一说。
1、我的家乡是_______________，在美国的__________部，从_______以来我一直
住在那儿，所以我对那儿的每一个季节都很熟悉。
2、我家乡的每个季节都有不同的特点，就拿_______来说吧，
___________________________________________________。
3、______季的第一个消息，就是______________________________________。
4、在夏季的周末，我特别喜欢__________________________________________。
5、冬天圣诞节快到的时候，人们纷纷
____________________________________________________。
6、我最喜爱的季节是_____________，每年这个时候，我都会
_____________________________________________________________________。
7、最让人难忘的是_______________，那是因为
________________________________________________________。
三、请用上面的句子，用一段话(paragraph)给同学介绍你家乡的四季。
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English Translation
Name: ________________
Topic 1 Fours Seasons in My Hometown
1. Vocabularies: Brainstorming vocabularies related to four seasons in your hometown.
Practicing them with a partner.
Climate

Natural Scenery

Food

Activities

Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter

2. Sentences completion. Please complete the following sentences using vocabularies in
exercise 1. Practicing them with a partner.
1) I am from _______________, it is located in the _______________ part of America. I
have been living there ever since _______________. Therefore, I am very familiar with
every season in my hometown.
2) In my hometown, all four seasons have their own unique characteristics, for example,
_______________.
3) The first sign of _______________ is _______________.
4) In summer weekend, my favorite activity is _______________.
5) When Christmas Is drawing near, people begin to _______________.
6) My favorite season is _______________. I will definitely _______________ each and
every year.
7) The most unforgettable event is _______________, because _______________.
3. Writing a paragraph introducing your hometown to your partner. Trying best to use
sentences in exercise 2.
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Name: ________________
作文二

我的父母亲

一、词语：请写出跟你父母有关的词语，并跟同学说一说。
外貌（样子）

性格（个性）

教育方式

二、句子：请完成下面的句子，然后跟同学说一说。
1、从小到大，我的父母都希望把我培养成
_____________________________________________________________________。
2、他们常常教育我__________________________________，好让我长大以后
___________________________________________。
3、虽然我在外地上学，但我和父母依然_________________________________。
4、小时候父母常常批评我____________________________，但我知道他们只不过
___________________________而已。
5、虽然我已经是个成年人，很多事情我自己能够做主，但我仍旧
____________________________________________________________________。
6、在我看来，我的父母是世界上最好的父母，因为
_____________________________________________________________________。
三、请用上面的句子，用一段话(paragraph)向同学介绍你的父母。
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English Translation
Name: ________________
Topic 2 My Parent(s)
1. Vocabularies: Brainstorming vocabularies related to your parent(s). Practicing them
with a partner.
Appearance
Personality
Way of educating children

2. Sentences completion. Please complete the following sentences using vocabularies in
exercise 1. Practicing them with a partner.
1) As long as I can remember, my parent(s) always want(s) me to be
________________.
2) Hoping me to be a/an ________________, they often teach me ________________.
3) My parent(s) still ________________ even though I am far away from them for
college.
4) My parents were very strict to me because of ________________, and I know they
simply wanted me to ________________.
5) Although I am old enough to make my own decisions, I still ________________.
6) I my eyes, I have the best parent(s) in the world because ________________.
3. Writing a paragraph introducing your parent(s) to your partner. Trying best to use
sentences in exercise 2.
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Name: ________________
作文三

美国人的大方和小气

一、词语：跟同学讨论下列词语的意思，并试一试用这些词语造句。
大方的表现

送礼、请客、花钱、借、捐、分享、抢着付钱、义务劳动、当志愿者、帮助

小气的表现

斤斤计较、在乎、不舍得、不愿意

二、句子：请完成下面的句子，然后跟同学说一说。
1、不同的地区对大方有不同的看法，在中国，大方的表现就是
_______________________________________________________，然而在美国，人
们以_________________________________________的方式表现他们的大方。
2、小气的人宁可__________________________________________，也不愿意
___________________________________________________________。
3、请客吃饭好是好，可毕竟__________________________________我们会因为
__________________________________而________________________________。AA
制可以避免这样的问题，因而在美国，人们更习惯 AA 制的方式。

4、各付各的和 AA 制两种方式比起来，我更喜欢___________________________，
因为____________________________________________________。
5、有时候，比如____________________________的时候，我们也需要大方地
________________________________________________________，要不然，
_________________________________________________________。
三、请用上面的句子，用一段话(paragraph)向同学介绍美国人的大方和小气。
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English Translation
Name: ________________
Topic 3 Americans’ generosity and stinginess
1. Vocabularies: Find a partner, discussing the meanings of the vocabularies in the
following table.
generosity

to give gift/present; to offer a free meal; to spend money; to get a loan; to donate; to
share; fight for paying bill; to work as a volunteer; to help;

stinginess

unwilling to make the smallest sacrifice; to care for; unwilling; hate to sacrifice;

2. Sentences completion. Please complete the following sentences using vocabularies in
exercise 1. Practicing them with a partner.
1) People from different cultures have different opinions in terms of generosity. In China,
generosity means _______________; while in the U.S., people show their generosity by
_______________.
2) A stingy person would rather _______________ than _______________.
3) Although generally accepted by most Chinese people as a way to show generosity,
offering free meal to others has its own problem because _______________. That is why
people in America tend to split the paying responsibility when they eat with other people.
4) Paying one's own bill has some differences from splitting the paying responsibility.
Comparatively, I like _______________ more than _______________ for that
_______________.
5) Sometimes, for example, _______________, we need to show our generosity when
_______________; or _______________.
3. Writing a paragraph introducing your opinions about Americans’ generosity and
stinginess to your partner. Trying best to use sentences in exercise 2.
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Name: ________________
作文四

难忘的第一次

一、词语：跟同学讨论下列词语的意思，并试一试用这些词语造句。
表达心情的
词语

高兴、兴奋、难过、伤心、沮丧、生气、气愤、好奇、吃惊、紧张、轻松、害
怕、有自信、担心、放心、激动、平静、难以置信、莫名其妙、不知所措

二、句子：请完成下面的句子，然后跟同学说一说。
1、在我的生活中有许多的第一次，但第一次_____________________的经历，尤其
是________________________________________________________________让我至
今难忘，深深印在我的脑海里。
2、这件事发生在________________________时候，一开始我________________，
后来_____________________________________，幸亏______________________，
否则_________________________________，最后__________________________。
3、对我而言，没有什么比这件事更让我难忘的了，因为______________________
___________________________________________________________________。

4、这段经历让我第一次学会/感受到/了解到______________________________
___________________________________________________________________。
5、这件事情已经过去了很久，可是_________________________________却留在我
的心里，让我久久不能忘记。
三、请用上面的句子，用一段话(paragraph)向同学介绍你的难忘的第一次。
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English Translation
Name: ________________
Topic 4 The Unforgettable First-time
1. Vocabularies: Find a partner, discussing the meanings of the vocabularies in the
following table.
Vocabularies expressing people's feeling

happy, thrilled, sad, grieved, frustrated, angry,
irritated, curious, surprised, nervous, relaxed,
scared, confident, worried, reassured, excited,
calm, unbelievable, baffled, confused.

2. Sentences completion. Please complete the following sentences using vocabularies in
exercise 1. Practicing them with a partner.
1) There are many first-times in my life, but the first ______________, especially the
______________ is so unforgettable to me that it deeply impressed in my mind.
2) It happened when I was ______________. In the very beginning, I ______________.
Then, ______________. If not ______________, I ______________. Finally,
______________.
3) For me, there is nothing more unforgettable than this, since ______________.
4) From this experience, I got to know that ______________.
5) Although happened long time ago, I still keep this in my heart since ______________.
3. Writing a paragraph introducing your unforgettable first-time to your partner. Trying
best to use sentences in exercise 2.
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Appendix B
Scoring Rubric
General Description

content and
development

organization and
connection of ideas

linguistic range and
control

The response fulfills the
demands of the task,
with the most minor
lapses in completeness.
The response is highly
intelligible and coherent.
A response at his level is
characterized by all of
the following:

Response is well
developed and
sufficient to the
task in content,
displaying clearly
appropriate
explanations,
exemplifications
and/or details.

The response is
well organized,
displaying unity,
progression, and
coherence.

The response displays
facility in the use of
language,
demonstrating syntactic
variety, appropriate
word choice and
idiomaticity. It also
displays a good control
of complex
grammatical structures.
Some minor errors are
noticeable but do not
obscure meaning.

The response falls short
of being fully developed
but is still appropriate
for the task. It is
generally intelligible and
coherent, though it
exhibits some noticeable
lapses in the expression
of ideas. A response at
his level is characterized
by two of the following:

The response is
generally well
developed,
displaying
appropriate
explanations,
exemplifications
and/or details.

The response is
generally well
organized,
displaying unity,
progression, and
coherence, though
it may contain
occasional
redundancy or
digression.

6

The development of the
topic is limited, though
it is accepted for the
task. It contains
intelligible speech,
although problems with
overall coherence occur;
meaning may be
obscured in places. A
response at his level is
characterized by two of
the following:

The response
addresses the
topic and task
using somewhat
developed
explanations,
exemplifications
and/or details. At
times, relevant
ideas may be
vaguely
expressed.

The response is
fairly organized,
displaying unity,
progression, and
coherence, though
connections of
ideas may be
occasionally
obscured.

The response
demonstrates limited
range and control of
grammar and
vocabulary. These
limitations prevent full
expression of ideas. For
most part, only basic
sentence structures and
vocabulary are used.

4

The response is very
limited in content, and it
is minimally connected

Limited relevant
content is
expressed, with

The response
displays inadequate
organization or

Range and control of
grammar and
vocabulary severely

10

8

Relationships
between ideas are
clear.

Relationships
between ideas at
times may not be
immediate clear.

The response
demonstrates
inconsistent facility in
the use of language.
Response may exhibit
some inaccurate use of
vocabulary or
grammatical structures
but does not seriously
interfere with the
communication.
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to the task. Writing is
largely unintelligible
and incoherent. A
response at his level is
characterized by two of
the following:
0

inappropriate or
insufficient
exemplifications
explanations or
details to support.

connection of
ideas.

limit or prevent
expression of ideas and
connections among
ideas.

No response
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Appendix C
Coders Training Material
1. Introducing the four types of Chinese FL to two coders. (10 Minutes)
2. Inviting each of the two coders explaining their understanding of the four types of
Chinese FL. (10 Minutes)
3. Use the following short passage as an example, inviting the two coders to find all
the collocations, the first type Chinese FL in this study. (5 Minutes)
我的父母非常好，可是当然有时候我和父母之间的关系不是一帆风顺。
我很帅，很安静的爸爸很少会跟我吵架，可是偶尔他不太喜欢我的决定。我
很可爱很有爱心的妈妈会跟我吵架，但是她不断地支持我。从小到大，我的
父母都希望把我培养成很坚强的儿子，很有信心的人。
我的爸爸和妈妈都有不一样教育的方式。我的爸爸不会说很多话，可是
他希望他的孩子会注意他的榜样。他常常教育我学谦虚和为别人服务，好让
我长大以后成很好的爸爸。我的妈妈会持续提到我要做的事。小时候我的妈
妈常常批评我打扫房间，但我知道他们只不过要教我怎么成有组织的人而
已。有时候他让自己决定我要什么。而且我会失败，我的父母在那时候，心
疼我可是他们很沉默。他们都希望我成一位自力的人。虽然我已经是个成年
的人，很多事情我自己能够做主，但我仍旧请我的父母帮我做很重要的决
定。虽然我在大学，但我依然打电话给父母请他们给我建议。我跟他们讲以
后，我有一小笑容，而且会想在我看来，我的父母是世界上最好的父母，因
为他们总支持我和爱我。
4. The two coders then check if they agree with each other. They need to justify their
decision. Finally, an agreement must be reached. (5 Minutes)
5. Use the above short passage as an example, inviting the two coders to find all the
transitions, the second type Chinese FL in this study. (5 Minutes)
6. The two coders then check if they agree with each other. They need to justify their
decision. Finally, an agreement must be reached. (5 Minutes)
7. Use the above short passage as an example, inviting the two coders to find all the
idioms, the third type Chinese FL in this study. (5 Minutes)
8. The two coders then check if they agree with each other. They need to justify their
decision. Finally, an agreement must be reached. (5 Minutes)
9. Use the above short passage as an example, inviting the two coders to find all the
parenthetical phrases, the last type Chinese FL in this study. (5 Minutes)
10. The two coders then check if they agree with each other. They need to justify their
decision. Finally, an agreement must be reached. (5 Minutes)
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Appendix D
T-test Comparing Between the Experimental Group and the Control Group in Terms of
Numbers of Chinese Characters
Topic 1 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

414.80

84.429

Control

10

371.20

88.213

Topic 1 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

Sig.

.050

.826

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

1.129

18

.274

38.613

1.129

17.966

.274

38.613

Equal variances not
assumed

Topic 2 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

430.70

31.390

Control

10

321.60

101.641

Topic 2 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

6.128

Sig.

.023

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

3.243

18

.005

109.100

3.243

10.701

.008

109.100

Equal variances not
assumed
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Topic 3 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

387.20

74.265

Control

10

227.80

39.583

Topic 3 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

Sig.

4.781

.042

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

5.990

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

.000

159.400

18

Equal variances not

159.400

assumed

5.990

13.732

.000

Topic 4 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

399.50

54.669

Control

10

302.90

71.967

Topic 4 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

.635

Sig.

.436

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

3.380

18

.003

-.86700

3.380

16.792

.004

-.86700

Equal variances not
assumed
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Appendix E
Scores Assigned by Different Raters for Topic 1 and 2
Topic 1
With FL
G1

G2

Topic 2
Without FL

G3

With FL

G1

G2

G3

G1

G2

Without FL
G3

G1

G2

G3

Response 1

8.6

8.4

8.4

9

8.6

8.4

9

8.8

8.8

6.6

7

7.2

Response 2

8

8.4

8

8

8.2

8

8.4

8.6

8.6

7

7.2

7

Response 3

8

8.2

8.4

8

8

8

8.6

8.4

8.8

7.6

7.4

7.4

Response 4

8.6

8.6

9

7.4

7.6

8.4

8.4

8

8.2

7.4

7

6.8

Response 5

8.4

9

8.6

8

8

8.2

8

8.4

8.4

8

8

7.8

Response 6

8.6

8.6

8.6

8.2

8

8.2

8

8.6

8.2

8

8

8

Response 7

8.8

8.8

8.6

8

8.2

8.4

8

8.4

8.4

7

7.2

7

Response 8

8.4

8.6

8.4

8

8.2

8

8

8.2

8

8

8.2

7.6

Response 9

8

8

8.2

8

8

8

8.4

8.8

8.4

8

8.2

7.8

Response 10

8.6

8.6

8.2

8.4

8

8

8

8.2

8.2

7.4

7.8

7.6

Scores Assigned by Different Raters for Topic 3 and 4
Topic 3
With FL
G1

G2

Topic 4
Without FL

G3

With FL

G1

G2

G3

G1

G2

Without FL
G3

G1

G2

G3

Response 1

8

8.2

7.8

7.4

7.6

7.4

8.6

9

8.4

8.4

8.6

8.2

Response 2

8.6

8.6

8.2

7.4

7.8

7.6

9

9.2

9

8

8.4

8.4

Response 3

8

8.4

8.2

8

8

8

8.6

8.6

8.2

8.4

8.6

8

Response 4

8

8.2

8

7.4

8

7.8

8

8.4

8.4

8

8

7.8

Response 5

8.6

8.6

8.4

7

7.2

7

8

8.4

8.2

8

8

8

Response 6

8.6

8.8

8.6

7

7.4

7

8.6

8.6

8.4

7.4

7.8

7.6

Response 7

8

8

8.4

7.4

7.4

7.2

8.6

9

8.6

8

8.4

8.2

Response 8

8.6

8.8

8.4

8

8.4

8

9

9.2

9

8

8.4

8.4

Response 9

8.6

8.4

8.8

8

8.2

8.2

9

9.2

8.6

8.4

8.4

8.2

Response 10

8.6

8.8

8.6

7.4

7.6

7.6

9

9

8.8

8

8.2

8.2
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Appendix F
T-test Comparing the Scores Assigned Between the Experimental Group and the Control
Group
Topic 1 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

8.4540

.24450

Control

10

8.1140

.22297

Topic 1 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

.689

Sig.

.417

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

-3.249

18

.004

-.3400

-3.249

17.849

.004

-.3400

Equal variances not
assumed

Topic 2 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

8.3740

.24954

Control

10

7.5070

.44219

Topic 2 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

6.965

Sig.

.017

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

-5.400

18

.000

-.86700

-5.400

14.205

.000

-.86700

Equal variances not
assumed
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Topic 3 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

8.3940

.26437

Control

10

7.6120

.38496

Topic 3 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

1.052

Sig.

.319

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

-5.295

18

.000

-.78200

-5.295

15.945

.000

-.78200

Equal variances not
assumed

Topic 4 Descriptive Statistics
Group

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Experimental

10

8.6870

.31560

Control

10

8.1460

.24318

Topic 4 Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
F

Equal variances assumed

1.190

Sig.

.290

t-test for Equality of
Means
t

df

Sig.

Mean

(2-tailed)

Difference

-4.294

18

.000

-.54100

-4.294

16.902

.000

-.54100

Equal variances not
assumed
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Appendix G
The Numbers of Different Types of Chinese FL in the 40 Writing Responses Using FL
Teaching
Numbers of Different types of Chinese FL Used in Topic 1

Response 1
Response 2
Response 3
Response 4
Response 5
Response 6
Response 7
Response 8
Response 9
Response 10

Collocations

Idioms

Transitions

14
11
11
18
12
15
18
10
10
13

2
2
0
3
3
0
1
0
1
1

6
1
3
5
8
8
8
5
2
5

Parenthetical
phrases
2
2
2
0
1
2
0
2
0
1

Numbers of Different types of Chinese FL Used in Topic 2
Collocations

Idioms

Transitions

Parenthetical
phrases

Response 1

21

3

14

1

Response 2

16

1

12

1

Response 3

19

3

12

1

Response 4

16

1

7

3

Response 5

12

1

7

0

Response 6

12

1

7

2

Response 7

15

0

6

1

Response 8

13

0

8

1

Response 9

18

1

10

0

Response 10

14

1

6

0
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Numbers of Different types of Chinese FL Used in Topic 3
Collocations

Idioms

Transitions

Parenthetical
phrases

Response 1

11

1

5

3

Response 2

13

1

13

4

Response 3

12

0

8

1

Response 4

12

0

7

1

Response 5

17

1

9

4

Response 6

16

1

13

2

Response 7

10

1

9

1

Response 8

16

0

6

2

Response 9

13

0

11

2

Response 10

18

0

14

1

Numbers of Different types of Chinese FL Used in Topic 4
Collocations

Idioms

Transitions

Parenthetical
phrases

Response 1

14

3

8

2

Response 2

17

2

9

2

Response 3

15

0

6

2

Response 4

13

3

5

1

Response 5

11

0

5

1

Response 6

16

1

6

0

Response 7

17

1

8

2

Response 8

18

2

15

0

Response 9

19

1

8

2

Response 10

21

1

8

2
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